Abstract. Here we publish the second list of radial velocities for 91 Hipparcos stars, mostly high transverse velocity binaries without previous radial velocity measurements. The measurements of radial velocities are done with a CORAVEL-type radial velocity spectrometer with an accuracy better than 1 km/s. We also present the information on eight new radial velocity variables -HD 29696, HD 117466 AB, BD +28 4035 AB, BD +30 2129 A, BD +39 1828 AB, BD +69 230 A, BD +82 565 A and TYC 2267-1300-1 -found from our measurements. Two stars (HD 27961 AB and HD 75632 AB) are suspected as possible radial velocity variables.
INTRODUCTION
We started radial velocity measurements of population II (thick disk + halo) binary stars in 1988 (Bartkevičius & Sperauskas 1990 , 1994 , as a part of the general program of investigation of population II stars selected from MDSP (Bartkevičius 1980 (Bartkevičius , 1984 , MDPH (Bartkevičius 1992) , POP2 (Bartkevičius & Bartkevičienė 1993) and other Population II star catalogs (Bartkevičius 1994) . Radial velocity measurements for 245 single stars and double or multiple star components were published by Bartkevičius et al. (1992) and Bartkevičius & Sperauskas(1999) . A discussion of measurements of metal-deficient binary star components and 15 suspected radial velocity variables was presented in Bartkevičius & Sperauskas (1990) . Further discussion of 33 suspected radial velocity variables is given by Bartkevičius & Sperauskas (1994) . All the measurements have been done by J. Sperauskas with the CORAVEL-type photoelectric radial velocity speedometer built by Tokovinin (1987) at the Sternberg Astronomical Institute in Moscow and attached to the 1 meter reflector of the Institute of Theoretical Physics & Astronomy, Vilnius, placed at the Maidanak Observatory in Uzbekistan.
In 1998, when J. Sperauskas constructed own CORAVEL-type radial velocity spectrometer, we started a new program of radial velocity measurements devoted almost completely to the population II double and multiple stars. Mostly
Hipparcos high transverse velocity stars without radial velocity measurements were observed. In 2002 we published the first list of radial velocities of 114 stars (Sperauskas & Bartkevičius 2002, Paper I) . In this publication we present radial velocities for the second list of 91 stars.
SELECTION OF PROGRAM STARS
Principles of the selection of stars for radial velocity observations were practically the same as in Paper I. For the selection of the program stars we used the Hipparcos Catalogue Double Star Annexes (ESA 1997) , taking the stars with transverse velocity greater than 60 km/s. Some suspected Hipparcos double stars (Solution S) were also observed. In some cases for the isolation of high velocity subdwarf binaries, the reduced proper motion diagram H V , B-V (Luyten 1922; Jones 1972; Chiu 1980 ) was used. Several high transverse velocity thick disk orbital binaries (Bartkevičius & Gudas 2001 were also included. Only stars without radial velocity measurements or with the velocities of low quality, as well as suspected radial velocity variables were included in the program. To check the availability of radial velocities the following sources were consulted: the General Catalog of Averaged Stellar Radial Velocities for Galactic Stars by Barbier-Brossat & Figon (2000) , the Bibliographic Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velocities (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) by Malaroda et al. (2000) and the Bibliographic Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velocities for Population II and Late-type Stars in the Galaxy by Bartkevičius (2000) .
RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REDUCTION
As in Paper I, radial velocity measurements were made with the CORAVELtype radial velocity spectrometer constructed by J. Sperauskas at the Vilnius University Observatory and based on the principles developed by Griffin (1967) . The spectrometer is described by Upgren et al. (2002) . 91 selected program stars were observed by J. Sperauskas during four observing runs. During the first (1998 July 16-27, JD 2451010-2451022) The zero point and time-dependent drift of the spectrometer each night were determined by observing several IAU radial velocity standard stars from the Udry et al. (1999) list. Weighted mean radial velocities < V r >, their standard error ε, the internal and the external errors I and E were calculated according to the precepts by Jasniewicz & Mayor (1988) . Table 1 lists the basic data for the program stars: the running number, the star name, the identification in CCDM or WDS catalogs, the identification in the Hipparcos catalog, equatorial coordinates, Johnson's V magnitude and color-index B-V , and the spectral type. Notes to Table 1 contain some additional information: Mean radial velocities < V r >, their standard error ε, external error E, externalto-internal error ratio E/I and the number of measurements n are presented in Table 2 . For the sake of completeness the results for 11 Bidelman's weak-lined stars (Bidelman 1998; Loth & Bidelman 1998) , discussed in Bartkevičius & Sperauskas (2003 , hereafter BS 2003 , are included.
RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Individual values of radial velocities V r , together with their errors ε1 and the Julian Day date of observations, are given in Table 3 . A histogram of the mean radial velocity values is shown in Figure 1 . Despite the fact that the selected program stars have high transverse velocities, the range of velocities is not very broad: the maximal radial velocity is +99.1 km/s, the minimal -118.6 km/s. In Figure 2 we show the distribution of the individual radial velocity measurement errors ε1. The mean value for 190 measurements is < ε1 > = 0.75±0.01 km/s. The errors ε1 do not depend much on the observed star magnitude -for faintest observed stars they are larger no more than 0.1-0.2 km/s. The mean error of the weighted mean velocities for 91 measured star (for stars measured once we adopt ε = ε1) is < ε > = 0.60±0.02 km/s. The mean external error E for 68 stars having the number of measurements n ≥ 2 is practically the same: < E > = 0.58±0.06 km/s. The external-to-internal error ratio is < E/I >=0.79±0.07.
The search in CDS, ADS, the archives of astrophysics e-prints, the above-mentioned radial velocity catalogs and other literature sources revealed 18 program stars with radial velocities measured earlier (Table 4) . 17 of them either have the mean values < V r > with ε ≤ 2.7 km/s or are non-variable stars. For these stars the mean difference between our measurements and the literature values is quite small: < ∆V r > = -0.17±0.23 km/s. In Figure 3 our radial velocities are compared with the literature values.
RADIAL VELOCITY VARIABLES AND VISUAL DOUBLE STARS
Analyzing radial velocities of visual binary stars, we found nine radial velocity variables listed in Table 5 . The given information is similar to that presented in Table 1 for constant velocity stars. Radial velocity data for these stars are given in Table 6 . Here we give the same information as in Table 2 , adding the radial velocity observation time interval between the first and the last observation and the difference between the maximum and the minimum values of the observed radial velocities < ∆V r >.
The star BD +82 565A is a short period (P = 12.7 d) single-lined spectroscopic binary of the thick disk. Spectroscopic orbit and detailed discussion on it will be published in Sperauskas & Bartkevičius (2005) . A preliminary spectroscopic orbit (P = 5.3 d) is determined for the B component of the visual binary BD +39 1828.
The stars BD +30 2129A and HD 117466 AB (about their radial velocity variability see in Paper I), TYC 2267-1300-1 and BD +28 4035 AB undoubtedly show variable radial velocities, but for the determination of their orbits we need additional radial velocity observations. Radial velocity variability for stars BD +69 230 and HD 29696, having only three and two velocity observations respectively, will be verified by supplementary observations.
For the "CH-like" giant (C3,0ch) BD +75 348 AB we obtained < V r > = 50.5±1.8 km/s, E/I = 4.4, < ∆V r > = 6.1 km/s, span = 483 d , n = 3. Recently Zacs et al. (2005) presented spectroscopic orbit for this star.
Stars HD 27961AB and HD 75632AB are included in the constant velocity stars (Tables 1-3 ). The first star has only one observation V r = 36.3±0.7 km/s. A quite different value V r = +54.0 ± 5.0 km/s (also one observation) has been obtained by Nordstrom et al. (2004) . For HD 75632 AB our two observations give < V r > = 46.7 ±1.1 km/s, E/I = 2 .4, < ∆V r > = 2.2 km/s. The old R. E. Wilson's General Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velocities (GCRV) gives the mean value from three authors < V r > = +47.5±1.8 km/s, the result similar to ours. However, Wilson (1967) in the publication devoted to radial velocity measurements of dK and dM stars, from two spectra gives a different value of < V r > = +39.6±0.3 km/s. Other authors give intermediate values: Reid et al. (1995) give +43.5±10 km/s from one measurement, Gizis et al. (2002) give +44.9±1.5 also from one measurement, and Tokovinin & Smekhov (2002) give the mean from two measurements < V r > = +41.82±0.34 km/s. Consequently, for the confirmation of radial velocity variability, new measurements are urgently needed for these thick disk orbital binary stars.
A detailed discussion on physical or optical nature of the observed double stars will be presented in other publications. Here we limit our discussion only by short notes about some observed binaries.
1. CCDM 00046+3416 ABCD. Component C (HIP 375) is optical. Component D is TYC 2267-1300-1. A radial velocity variable. From nine observations ranging
